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Booking.com repays 65 million euros corona support to Dutch government (12)
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Office of booking.com in amsterdam. Booking.com will repay the 65 million euros in NOW support it received. The move follows the political commotion in recent days about 28 million euros in bonuses that the booking company has recently paid out. Amsterdam, Netherlands, on June 06, 2021. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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